Getting More Technology into Civil Cockpits:

Restoring Single Engine Helicopter
IFR Certification
A Joint Industry and Association Initiative
By Paul Schaaf
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The US Army purchased 102 IFR-approved single-engine Bell 206B-3 Jet Rangers, operated as the
TH-67 Creek, in 1993. No new single-engine helicopter models have been approved for IFR in the
US since 1999. (©Blue Falcon Foto by Steven Michael Howa. Used with permission.)

A

Proposed Solution

recent white paper developed
by representatives from industry
and relevant associations – the
Helicopter Association International
(HAI), Aircraft Electronics Association
(AEA), General Aviation Manufacturers
Association (GAMA) and AHS
International – outlines a generic
method of compliance with 14 CFR
27 as it pertains to IFR certification.
The proposal ensures that a failure
or loss of a system deemed to be
catastrophic would occur less than
once in a million (1E-6) flight hours.
Fatal accident statistics attributable to
IIMC and weather-related Controlled
Flight Into Terrain (CFIT) support the
soundness of this level of probability.
For the key issue of stability and stability
augmentation – an acknowledged
difference between rotorcraft and
typical airplanes – a performance
demonstration in failure modes and
human factors workload assessment
is proposed versus the numerical
safety analysis method required by AC
27.1. Furthermore, a strong argument
exists that the criticality of failures in
helicopters, even in IFR, is less than for
airplanes due to the helicopter’s ability
to slow down, let down and land in a
much more controlled fashion – without
the need for a runway. This logic will be
key to facilitating the re-introduction of
amended Type Certificates for IFR singleengine helicopters.
Working with industry partners,
the association team studied a period
of 12 years (2001to 2013) of detailed
worldwide accident data in an effort to
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quantify the safety case for this potential
paradigm shift. Data was extracted
and limited to accidents related to
IIMC, CFIT and improper execution of
IFR procedures. Of the 247 accidents
studied, 194 of these accidents were in
single-engine helicopters restricted to VFR.
133 of these single-engine helicopter
accidents were fatal and resulted in the
deaths of 326 people.
53 additional accidents – 46 of
which were fatal – were in multi-engine
helicopters of which a vast majority
were IFR certificated. Of these accidents,
36 were VFR flights in less-than VFR
conditions. So clearly, IFR certification is
not the panacea that will de-fang IIMC
and CFIT. The solution to the problem
is better described as IFR certification
combined with willingness and readiness
of pilots and operators to use the IFR
system.
IFR helicopters can become cost
effective to buy and maintain. Routine
operational flights of these helicopters
under IFR will enhance safety, reduce
noise, and maintain pilot’s IFR
proficiency. IFR is a good practice even
when the weather is VFR and is the
key to building the IFR willingness and
readiness components of the new IFR
helicopter culture. Once the practicality
of IFR is discovered in the helicopter
industry, the culture will steadily shift
away from one that accepts routine
VFR flight operations in less-than-VFR
conditions. The net result will most
certainly be more helicopters flying
more often and a steadily declining fatal
accident rate – both goals that are worth
the effort.

Composite
Lightning Strike
Protection
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By AHS Staff

utomated Dynamics, which
manufactures advanced
fiber placed composite
structures and high performance
composite processing equipment,
has developed a new method
to automate incorporation of
lighting strike protection layers
into composite structures. This new
patented approach significantly
lowers production costs over existing
methods and improves production
time.
The innovation incorporates the
metallic lightning strike materials
using traditional equipment and
techniques for fiber placement and
tape laying, and is compatible with
both thermoset and thermoplastic
resin systems. The metallic mesh is
embedded into pre-impregnated
tape, offering the mesh support
during placement and assuring full
consolidation into the composite
matrix. Automated Dynamics notes
that this new technology can be
easily incorporated into composite
structures they produce, and their
automation equipment can also
be easily augmented to enable this
capability.
Automated Dynamics provides
advanced composite solutions to
extreme applications worldwide, and
provides automated fiber placement
and automated tape laying
equipment used in 17
countries.
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